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A Mathematical Model of Alveolar
Gas Exchange in Partial Liquid
Ventilation
In partial liquid ventilation (PLV), perfluorocarbon (PFC) acts as a diffusion barrier
gas transport in the alveolar space since the diffusivities of oxygen and carbon dioxi
this medium are four orders of magnitude lower than in air. Therefore convection in
PFC layer resulting from the oscillatory motions of the alveolar sac during ventilat
can significantly affect gas transport. For example, a typical value of the Pe´clet number
in air ventilation is Pe;0.01, whereas in PLV it is Pe;20. To study the importance o
convection, a single terminal alveolar sac is modeled as an oscillating spherical
with gas, PFC, tissue and capillary blood compartments. Differential equations des
ing mass conservation within each compartment are derived and solved to obtain
periodic partial pressures. Significant partial pressure gradients in the PFC layer
partial pressure differences between the capillary and gas compartments~PC-Pg! are
found to exist. Because Pe@1, temporal phase differences are found to exist betw
PC-Pg and the ventilatory cycle that cannot be adequately described by existing
convective models of gas exchange in PLV. The mass transfer rate is nearly co
throughout the breath when Pe@1, but when Pe!1 nearly 100% of the transport occur
during inspiration. A range of respiratory rates (RR), including those relevant to h
frequency oscillation (HFO)1PLV, tidal volumes~VT! and perfusion rates are studied t
determine the effect of heterogeneous distributions of ventilation and perfusion o
exchange. The largest changes in PCO2 and PCCO2 occur at normal and low perfusion
rates respectively as RR and VT are varied. At a given ventilation rate, a low RR-high VT
combination results in higher PCO2 , lower PCCO2 and lower ~PC-Pg! than a high
RR-low VT one. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1835352#

Keywords: Partial Liquid Ventilation, Liquid Breathing, Perfluorocarbon, Gas E
change, Convection
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1 Introduction
Liquid breathing in mammals using perfluorocarbon~PFC! was

first demonstrated by Clark and Gollan@1#. Since then the concep
has led to the development of partial liquid ventilation~PLV! as a
promising alternative to conventional mechanical gas ventila
~GV! for treating acute respiratory distress syndrome~ARDS! and
acute lung injury~ALI !. Studies on animal models@2–6# and
human trials@7–11# have indicated improvement in gas exchan
and lung compliance associated with the use of PLV.

Recent studies have examined the effects of PLV on regio
ventilation (V̇A) and blood flow (Q̇) distribution in the lung in
order to understand the mechanisms behind the global chang
gas exchange and lung mechanics. PFC was found to be pred
nantly distributed in the dependent regions of injured adult sh
lungs undergoing PLV and more gas than PFC was found to
present in the nondependent regions of the lung@6#. Redistribution
of blood flow from the dependent to the nondependent region
the lung was observed during PLV in lambs@12# and pigs@13#.
Ventilation-perfusion (V̇A /Q̇) inhomogeneity was found to b
higher during PLV compared to GV in healthy piglets@14#. Sig-
nificant regions with lowV̇A /Q̇ ratios were observed in rabbit
with acute lung injury during PLV@15#. Harris et al.@16# com-
pared regional distributions of ventilation, blood flow, an
ventilation-perfusion ratio in the normal lung of a sheep dur
PLV and GV. They found that both ventilation and perfusion a
shifted from the dependent regions to the nondependent regio
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the lung in PLV, leading to a wide distribution ofV̇A /Q̇ in differ-

ent regions of the lung. In contrastV̇A /Q̇ ratios were close to
unity over most of the lung in GV. In order to understand t
mechanisms responsible for improved gas exchange in PLV,
crucial to determine the contribution to gas exchange of regi

whoseV̇A , Q̇, and V̇A /Q̇ differ significantly from their normal
values in GV.

Previous animal studies indicated enhanced arterial-alve
(a-A) partial pressure gradients in PLV as a result of increa
shunt fraction and ventilation-perfusion heterogeneity@14#. Van-
Löbensels et al. developed a mathematical model of gas exch
during PLV in lung subunits with a PFC layer that indicated
diffusion limitation could lead to significant (a-A) gradients@17#.
However they only considered diffusion of respiratory gas
through a stagnant layer of PFC in an alveolar sac. In reality
expansion and contraction of the sac during tidal ventilation c
ates a flow field within the PFC layer contained inside. The i
portance of convective effects on transport can be estima
through the Pe´clet number, Pe52pfR2/D, wheref is the breath-
ing frequency in breaths/second,R is the sac radius, andD is the
gas diffusivity in the alveolar medium~air in GV, PFC, in PLV!.
Values of Pe@1 indicate that convection plays a significant role
transport while values of Pe!1 indicate that diffusion is the domi
nant transport mechanism. At normal respiratory rates,
;1023– 1022 in GV while it is on the order of 15–50 in PLV.
This is a result of the small diffusivities of O2 and CO2 in PFC,
which are 1000–10,000 times smaller than in air. Thus convec
effects play an important role in the transport of respiratory ga

-
itor:
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through the PFC layer. In this work we extend the model of Va
Löbensels et al. to include the effects of the PFC flow field on
transport.

A given ventilation rateV̇A may be obtained using differen
combinations of respiratory rates~RR! and tidal volumes (VT)
since V̇A5RR3VT . Our model allows the specification of bot
RR and VT independently in contrast to the model of Va
Löbensels et al. in which onlyV̇A could be specified. As a resu
the effect of both tidal volume and respiratory rate on gas
change can be determined. This difference is especially impo
from a clinical perspective since ventilation strategies for cho
ing RR andVT are usually aimed at meeting target blood g
tensions. However studies have indicated that the use of large
volumes coupled with large PFC doses increases the risk of al
lar rupture@18#. Therefore there has been interest in develop
effective ‘‘lung-protective’’ ventilation strategies to minimize th
risk of ventilator-induced lung injury. One such strategy involvi
the combination of high frequency oscillation~HFO! with PLV
~HFO1PLV! has been found to enhance lung protection wh
providing adequate gas exchange@19–23#. These studies have
shown that, in general, gas exchange is not improved compare
PLV with conventional ventilation. The current work aims at pr
viding an understanding of the physical transport mechanism
lung subunits partially filled with PFC and their dependence
tidal volumes and respiratory rates, which can help explain
observations of experimental studies and provide guidance in
veloping optimal ventilation strategies.

2 Model

2.1 Description of the Model. Following VanLöbensels
et al.@17# we model functional subunits of the lung at the level
alveolar sacs that comprise of several alveoli opening into a c
mon chamber as shown in Fig. 1. The shape of these sac
irregular and varies widely within the lung, but the overall size
fairly constant@24#. In order to reduce the geometrical complexi
we replace the asymmetric sacs with spherical structures of
same mean size, marked by the circle in Fig. 1. The simplifi
model is shown in Fig. 2, in which a terminal alveolar sac
modeled as an oscillating spherical shell with internal rad
RS(t) at timet, encapsulated by a tissue layer of thicknessh. This
layer represents the respiratory membrane and is assumed
much thinner than the radius of the sac@h!RS(t)#. The interior
of the shell consists of two regions:~1! A well-mixed central gas
core with radiusRg(t); ~2! a shell of PFC between the core an

Fig. 1 Micrograph of mammalian lung parenchyma „200Ã…

showing alveolar sac and associated alveoli „courtesy of Pro-
fessor Rick Gillis, Department of Biology University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse …
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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the alveolar wall in which liquid flow is driven by ventilation o
the sac. In the course of ventilation, tidal volumes of gas enter
leave the sac through the core. A well-mixed capillary blood co
partment perfused by a constant blood flow rateQ̇ surrounds the
shell. Blood enters the compartment with constant mixed ven
gas partial pressuresPV̄ and exits with capillary pressuresPC(t).

Over the course of a breath, O2 and CO2 transport occurs be-
tween the gas core and the tissue–blood interface. In norma
breathing, the sac is completely filled with air and the domin
transport mechanism is diffusion. During PLV, the sac is partia
liquid-filled and tidal ventilation results in liquid flow within the
PFC layer. Since diffusion is about 4 orders of magnitude slow
in PFC compared to air, this flow plays an important role in t
transport of O2 and CO2 . In the following sections, we will derive
and solve equations for gas transport that incorporate the effe
flow in the PFC layer.

The spherical model used here is a highly simplified descript
of the actual asymmetric geometry of alveolar sacs. In orde
justify the simplification, we note that gas exchange at the leve
alveolar sacs averages contributions from many alveoli. There
we expect the results to be less sensitive to geometrical details
depend primarily on gross geometrical features such as the
ume and surface area of the sac, which are fixed by choosing
diameter of the spherical model to match the average size of a
human alveolar sacs measured from micrographs, as explain
Sec. 2.3. With this choice of dimensions the model reprodu
well-established experimental results for normal air breath
~Sec. 3.1!, which provides support to the assumptions.

2.2 Governing Equations. The sac expands and contrac
as a result of ventilation during the course of a breathing cy
The variation of the sac radius with time is modeled by choos
a sinusoidal breathing pattern with anI :E ratio of 1:2 as shown in
Fig. 3. Thus

RS~ t !5RFRC@11d f ~ t !#, (1)

whereRFRC is the minimum radius of the sac when the lung vo
ume is equal to the functional residual capacity~FRC! and

f ~ t !5H 12cos~3vt/2!

2
, 0,t,2p/3v

12cos~3vt/41p/2!

2
, 2p/3v<t<2p/v.

(2)

The breathing frequencyv52pRR/60 where RR is the respirator
rate in breaths per minute. At end-expiration (t50) f (t)50,

Fig. 2 Schematic of the alveolar sac model. An oscillating
spherical shell of radius RS„t … encapsulated by a tissue layer of
thickness h represents the sac. A well-mixed capillary blood
compartment perfused at a constant blood flow rate Q̇ sur-
rounds the sac. A well-mixed central core of radius Rg„t … inside
the sac supplies fresh gas at a constant partial pressure Pin
during inspiration and removes expired gas at partial pressure
Pg„t … during expiration.
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 47
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Fig. 3 Waveform of the duty cycle with I:EÄ1:2 over one breath. Time is
normalized with the breathing period, 2 pÕv, and the sac radius with the
minimum radius, RFRC . The maximum radius is equal to RFRC„1¿d… and
occurs at end inspiration.
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RS(t)5RFRC and at end-inspiration (t52p/3v) f (t)51, RS(t)
5RFRC(11d). Assuming that the tidal volumeVT is equally di-
vided amongNS sacs,d is determined from the relation

~4p/3!RFRC
3 ~11d!32~4p/3!RFRC

3 5VT /NS . (3)

Gas solubilities in air (bg), PFC (bPFC), and tissue (bT) are
constant, so gas concentrationsC are converted to partial pres
suresP using the relationC5bP. However, gas solubilities in
blood are nonlinear functions ofP and are calculated from blood
gas dissociation relationships described later in this section.
transport in the model is described by coupled partial differen
equations that relate the rate of change of partial pressure in
compartment to the delivery and removal of gas via ventilati
perfusion, convection and diffusion.

In the gas core,P5Pg(t) and the rate of change of mass
balanced by the flow rate of gas into or out of the core due
ventilation and the diffusive flux at the core-PFC layer bounda

bg

d

dt S 4p

3
Rg

3~ t !PgD54pRg
2~ t !

dRg

dt
bgP0

14pRg
2~ t !DPFCbPFC

]PPFC

]r U
r 5Rg~ t !

.

(4)

Table 1 Respiratory parameters for air breathing, conven-
tional PLV, and HFO ¿PLV

Air breathing PLV HFO1PLV

FRC ~ml/kg! 34.1 30 30
VT (ml/kg) 5 2.5–25 0.1–5
RR ~breaths/min! 15 2.5–25 60–900
PFC dose~ml/kg! ¯ 25 25

3.5731025 3.5731025

Q̇ (ml/min… 3.5731024 3.5731024 3.5731024

3.5731023 3.5731023

V̇A /Q̇ 1.05 0.026–35 0.034–63
RY 2005
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Here, Rg(t) is the radius of the gas core andDPFC is the gas
diffusivity in PFC. The first term on the right-hand side is equal
the gas flow rate into/out of the core during inspiration/expiratio
During inspirationP05Pin , the partial pressure of inspired ga
During expiration exhaled gas leaves the core withP05Pg(t).
The volume of the sac,VS54pRS

3(t)/3, changes during the
course of ventilation. Since the volume of PFC in the sac rema
constant, the rate of change of core volume is equal to the rat
change of sac volume. Therefore,

Rg
2~ t !

dRg

dt
5RS

2~ t !
dRS

dt
, (5)

which yields the solution

Rg
3~ t !2Rg

3~0!5RS
3~ t !2RFRC

3 . (6)

The radius of the gas core at end expiration,Rg(0), depends on
the PFC dose. WhenRg(0) approachesRFRC the model represents
an air filled sac undergoing GV. WhenRg(0) approaches zero, th
sac is completely filled with PFC.

The partial pressurePPFC(r ,t) in the PFC layer is described b
a convective-diffusive equation:

]PPFC

]t
1ur~r ,t !

]PPFC

]r
5

DPFC

r 2

]

]r S r 2
]PPFC

]r D . (7)

Table 2 Solubilities †ml gas Õ„100 ml solvent mm Hg …‡ and dif-
fusivities „cm2Õs… of O2 and CO2 in different media. Solubility of
gas in air is defined to be 100 Õ760 ml Õ„100 ml air mm Hg …

O2 CO2

bair 0.132 0.132
bPFC 0.0656 0.256
bT 0.003 0.057
bP 0.003 0.057
Dair 0.190 0.147
DPFC 5.6131025 4.3631025

DT 1.231025 0.9631025
Transactions of the ASME



Journ
Fig. 4 Partial pressure profiles during GV: „a… PO2 during inspiration, „b… PO2 during expiration, „c… PCO2 during
inspiration, „d… PCO2 during expiration. Static diffusion profile is plotted for comparison. All profiles in the sac are
flat because of the relatively high diffusivities of O 2 and CO2 in air. Profiles are linear in the tissue layer; s is a
normalized radial coordinate †see Eq. „21…‡. The scale of the tissue layer is greatly exaggerated.
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Ventilation of the sac drives a radial flow field within the PF
layer and results in convective gas transport within the lay
which is given by the second term in Eq.~7!. The radial PFC
velocity, ur(r ,t), at a distancer from the center is determined b
equating the rate of volume change,dVS /dt, to the flow rate
across a shell of surface area 4pr 2. Thus,

4pr 2ur~r ,t !5
dVS

dt
54pRS

2~ t !
dRS

dt
, (8)

which gives

ur~r ,t !5
RS

2~ t !

r 2

dRS

dt
. (9)

The third term in the equation describes diffusive gas transpo
the PFC layer.

Since the thickness of the respiratory membrane is m
smaller than the sac radius@h!RS(t)#, a thin-layer approxima-
tion is used in this region. As a result, convective transport
time derivative terms can be neglected and a diffusion equatio
obtained:
al of Biomechanical Engineering
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DT

r 2

]

]r S r 2
]PT

]r D50, (10)

wherePT andDT are the partial pressure and diffusivity, respe
tively, in the tissue.

In the blood compartment, the rate of change of capillary blo
partial pressure,PC(t), must be balanced with the net gas delive
through perfusion and the diffusive flux through the tissue–blo
interface:

VC

d

dt
~bCPC!5Q̇~b V̄PV̄2bCPC!24p@RS~ t !

1h#2DTbT

]PT

]r U
r 5RS~ t !1h

. (11)

Venous blood enters the compartment at a constant flow ratQ̇
with a constant, mixed venous partial pressure of gas,PV̄ , while
capillary blood exits with a time-dependent capillary partial pre
sure of gas,PC(t). The first term on the right-hand side of Eq
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 49



50 Õ V
Fig. 5 Partial pressure profiles in the PFC and tissue layers during PLV: „a… PO2 during inspiration, „b… PO2
during expiration, „c… PCO2 during inspiration, „d… PCO2 during expiration. The static diffusion profile is plot-
ted for comparison. Significant partial pressure gradients are seen in the PFC layer. Gradients are larger in the
convective model during inspiration compared to static diffusion. Profiles are linear in the tissue. s is a
normalized radial coordinate †see Eq. „21…‡. The scale of the tissue layer is greatly exaggerated.
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~11! represents the net gas delivery to the compartment by
process of perfusion, while the second term represents the d
sive flux of gas at the blood-respiratory membrane interface.b V̄
and bC are theeffectivegas solubilities in venous and capillar
blood, respectively, which are not constant, but nonlinear fu
tions of the gas partial pressure. They are determined from blo
gas dissociation relationships as described below.

Both O2 and CO2 are present in different forms in blood. A
small fraction of the total blood gas content of O2 and CO2 is
found dissolved in plasma. Most of the O2 is bound to hemoglo-
bin while most of the CO2 is in the form of bicarbonate ions o
bound to hemoglobin and plasma proteins@25#. The total blood
gas contentC of these gases at any partial pressureP can be
expressed as

C5bPP1gf~P!, (12)

wherebP is the constant solubility of the gas in plasma andf(P)
is a nonlinear function of the partial pressure. The linear te
represents the portion dissolved in plasma, while the nonlin
term gives the chemically bound portion. For O2 , f(P) is the
oxyhemoglobin saturation andg is the oxygen carrying capacit
of hemoglobin. The value
ol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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y
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ear

g520.1 (13)

is obtained as the product of the hemoglobin content of blood@15
g/~100 ml blood!# and the binding capacity of hemoglobin@1.34
ml O2/~g hemoglobin!#. We used a correlation due to Severin
haus@26# for the oxyhemoglobin saturation:

f~P!5
P31150P

P31150P123 400
. (14)

For CO2 , the equations of Kelman@27# were simplified using a
value of 6.11 for the pK of blood and assuming a hematocrit
42% to obtain

g53.979,
(15)

f~P!5P0.665.

In both cases the units ofP are mm Hg. Here pK is related to th
acid-base balance in blood and is defined as the negative l
rithm of the equilibrium constant for the equilibrium between b
carbonate ions, hydrogen ions, and dissolved carbon dioxide@25#.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Effect of varying RR at VTÄ7.5 ml Õkg †„a… and „b…‡ and varying VT at RRÄ10 breaths Õmin †„c… and „d…‡ on PCO2 and
PCCO2 . Q̇NÄ3.57Ã10À4 ml Õmin; circled points correspond to V̇A ÕQ̇É1.
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Using Eqs.~12!–~15! effective solubilities for O2 and CO2 , bC ,
and b V̄ in capillary and mixed venous blood, respectively, a
defined as

bc5
C

Pc~ t !
,

(16)

b V̄5
C

PV̄
.

Note, thatbC andb V̄ are not constant, but depend on the part
pressure. In addition,bC is a function of time since the capillar
partial pressure is time dependent.

Boundary conditions for Eqs.~7! and ~10! are obtained by
equating the partial pressures in adjoining compartments at
interface between them:

PPFC~r ,t !5Pg~ t ! at r 5Rg~ t !, (17)

PPFC~r ,t !5PT~r ,t ! at r 5RS~ t !, (18)

PT~r ,t !5PC~ t ! at r 5RS~ t !1h. (19)

In addition, conservation of mass at the PFC–tissue interface
quires the diffusive fluxes in the two compartments to be equ

DPFCbPFC

]PPFC

]r
5DTbT

]PT

]r
at r 5RS~ t !. (20)

The system of coupled partial and ordinary differential equati
was discretized using a finite volume scheme with implicit tim
stepping and upwinding for the convective terms. An iterat
urnal of Biomechanical Engineering
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procedure was used to solve the resulting nonlinear equation
the beginning of the computation the partial pressure in the
was specified to be equal to the mixed venous value,PV̄ . Com-
putations were performed untilPg(t) andPC(t) reached periodic
steady states. Solutions were considered to have reached s
state when mean values ofPg(t) and PC(t) over one breath did
not change by more than 1% between two successive breath
all cases converged solutions were obtained with a grid of
radial points and 100 time steps per breath. A normalized ra
coordinate

s5H r 2Rg~ t !

RS~ t !2Rg~ t !
, Rg~ t !,r<RS~ t !

11
r 2Rs~ t !

h
, RS~ t !,r<RS~ t !1h,

(21)

was used in the calculations, such thats50 at r 5Rg(t), s51 at
r 5RS(t) and s52 at r 5RS(t)1h. Mean values of the partia
pressures in the capillary blood (PCO2 for oxygen, PCCO2 for
carbon dioxide! and gas compartments (PgO2 ,PgCO2) were com-
puted by averagingPC(t) andPg(t) over one breath after a peri
odic steady state had been attained. In Sec. 3, we present re
for the dependence of these averaged quantities on the sy
parameters.

2.3 Parameter Values. Parameter values were chosen
represent the lung anatomy and breathing pattern of a nor
adult human with a body mass of 70 kg. Weibel@28# estimates the
number of alveolar sacs in an adult human to be aboutNS514
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 51
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Fig. 7 Effect of varying RR at VTÄ7.5 ml Õkg †„a… and „b…‡ and varying VT at RRÄ10 breaths Õmin †„c… and „d…‡ on
„Pg-PC…O2 and „PC-Pg…CO2 . Q̇NÄ3.57Ã10À4 ml Õmin. Circled points correspond to V̇A ÕQ̇É1.
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3106. The sac radius at functional residual capacity~FRC!,
RFRC, is calculated by assuming the lung volume to be equa
distributed among NS spherical units, i.e., FRC5NS

3(4p/3)RFRC
3 . In normal air breathing FRC52400 ml ~34.1 ml/

kg! and RFRC5345mm. For PLV, a typical value of FRC530
ml/kg has been reported in the literature@14,17#. This corresponds
to a FRC of 2100 ml andRFRC5330mm. These sizes are consis
tent with reported measurements in human lungs@29#. Clinical
trials in adult humans have used PFC doses with mean va
ranging from 20 to 25 ml/kg@9,10#. We used a PFC volume of 2
ml/kg so that the sac is partially filled with liquid, resulting in
gas core radius at FRC,Rg(0)5181mm.

In spontaneous air breathing, the normal respiratory rate
RR515 breaths/min. The volume of fresh air inspired per bre
is 500 ml, of which 350 ml ventilates the alveoli after accounti
for dead space. Thus the effective tidal volume isVT55 ml/kg
and the alveolar ventilation rate per sac isV̇A5(weight3VT

3RR)/NS53.7531024 ml/min. In our PLV calculations we only
use effective tidal volumes,VT . In large animal experiments an
human trials of conventional PLV, respiratory rates and tidal v
umes in the range RR56–20 breaths/min andVT58 – 15 ml/kg
have been reported@3,6,9–11,30,31#. We examined parameter va
ues in the range RR52.5–25 breaths/min and VT
52.5– 25 ml/kg. In HFO1PLV respiratory rates and tidal vol
umes in the range RR5120–1500 breaths/min andVT
50.25– 10 ml/kg are common@19–22,32–34#. We used values in
the range RR560–900 breaths/min andVT50.1– 5 ml/kg in our
calculations. In all cases, anI :E ratio of 1:2 is used. Different
combinations ofVT and RR are used to obtain alveolar ventilati
Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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ratesV̇A in the range 9.3831025– 1.2531023 ml/min in conven-
tional PLV and 1.2031024– 2.2531023 ml/min in HFO1PLV.

The normal cardiac output of an adult human is 5000 ml/m
which yields a perfusion rateQ̇N53.5731024 ml/min per sac
~5000 ml/143106). In order to study the effect of perfusion he
erogeneity in conventional PLV and HFO1PLV we considered
two other perfusion rates that are 10 times larger (Q̇510Q̇N

53.5731023 ml/min) and 10 times smaller (Q̇50.1Q̇N53.57
31025 ml/min) than the normal value. These choices of RR,VT ,
and Q̇ result in a wide range ofV̇A /Q̇ values. In conventional
PLV, V̇A /Q̇ varies from 2.6 to 35 at the low perfusion ra
(0.1Q̇N), 0.26–3.5 at the normal perfusion rate (Q̇N) and 0.026–
0.35 at the high perfusion rate (10Q̇N). The corresponding range
in HFO1PLV are 3.4–63 at the low perfusion rate, 0.34–6.3
the normal perfusion rate, and 0.034–0.63 at the high perfus
rate. A summary of the ventilation and perfusion parameters u
is provided in Table 1.

A tissue layer thicknessh50.6mm was chosen based on th
average thickness of the respiratory membrane@25#. The volume
of the capillary blood compartment,VC , was calculated by as
suming the capillary network encapsulating the sac to cover 7
of the surface area with a thickness equal to the diameter
single red blood cell, tRBC58 mm.@17# Thus, VC50.75
34pRFRC

2 tRBC54.6831026 ml.
The solubilitiesbP of O2 and CO2 in plasma are equal to 0.00

ml O2/~100 ml blood mm Hg! and 0.057 ml CO2/~100 ml
blood mm Hg!, respectively. Lango et al.@35# have tabulated solu-
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 Effect of varying RR and VT at constant V̇A on „a… PCO2 , „b… PCCO2 , „c… „Pg-PC…O2 , „d… „PC-Pg…CO2 . Q̇N
Ä3.57Ã10À4 ml Õmin.
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bilities of various gases in biological media. Their data indic
that the solubility of O2 in the tissue layerbT is equal to the
solubility in plasma. Since no data were available for CO2 we
assumed that the solubility of CO2 in lung tissue is also equal to
its solubility in plasma. Solubilities of O2 and CO2 in PFC were
taken from VanLo¨bensels et al.@17# who measured solubilities in
the PFC Perflubron. Tham et al.@36# measured diffusion coeffi-
cients of O2 and CO2 in three PFCs~Caroxin-D, Caroxin-F, and
FC-80! and found mean values ofDPFC55.6131025 cm2/s for
O2 andDPFC54.3631025 cm2/s for CO2 . In comparison the cor-
responding diffusivities in air at 37°C are 0.190 cm2/s (O2) and
0.147 cm2/s (CO2). Lango et al.@35# estimate that the gas diffu
sivities in tissue vary from 25% to 50% of the diffusivity in wate
at the same temperature. We used values for the tissue diffus
DT51.231025 cm2/s for O2 andDT50.9631025 cm2/s for CO2
which correspond to 40% of the values in water at 37°C. Solu
ity and diffusivity values are summarized in Table 2.

3 Results

3.1 Partial Pressure Profiles. In order to validate the
model we simulated normal air breathing with the parameter

Table 3 Combinations of RR and VT used to obtain V̇AÄ3.75
Ã10À4 ml Õmin

RR ~breaths/min! 3.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 20

VT (ml/kg) 21.43 15 10 7.5 6 5 3.75
rnal of Biomechanical Engineering
te
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ues listed in Table 1. In air breathing the annular region betw
the gas core and the tissue layer is gas filled. The governing e
tions were solved using the physical properties of air instead
PFC. Mean values of the capillary partial pressures over
breath (PCO2 and PCCO2) were computed when the solution
attained a periodic state.PCO2 reached a steady state value of 1
mm Hg in 17 breaths whilePCCO2 reached a steady state value
38.5 mm Hg in ten breaths.

Figure 4 shows PO2 andPCO2 profiles in the gas-filled annula
region and the tissue layer at different times during the breath
cycle. For comparison, a static diffusion profile is also plotte
This static profile was obtained as follows: First, the mean radi
the sac and gas core over one breath were computed for the
rameters in Table 1. Then the steady diffusion equation@Eq. ~7!
without the convective and time derivative terms# was solved in
this model using a flow-through gas compartment as describe
@14#. This nonconvective model cannot describe second-to-sec
changes in tidal breathing and thus the static diffusion result r
resents an average profile when convective effects due to the
cillatory motion of the sac are neglected.

As expected, both PO2 and PCO2 are almost constant in the sa
because of the relatively large diffusivities of O2 and CO2 in air
and linear in the tissue layer. In the convective model Pe´clet num-
ber is small, about 0.01. PO2 is seen to be maximum at end in
spiration and minimum at end expiration. The opposite is true
PCO2 . These results confirm that the mathematical model a
numerical scheme result in time periodic solutions and reprod
mean partial pressures and profiles that are in agreement
well-established results for air breathing. Convection has v
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 53
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Fig. 9 Effect of varying RR at VTÄ0.5 ml Õkg †„a… and „b…‡ and VT at RRÄ240 breaths Õmin †„c… and „d…‡ on PCO2 and
PCCO2 . Q̇NÄ3.57Ã10À4 ml Õmin; circled points correspond to V̇A ÕQ̇É1; Q̇NÄ3.57Ã10À4 ml Õmin; circled points corre-
spond to V̇A ÕQ̇É1.
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little effect because Pe is very small. As a result, the static di
sion profile is qualitatively similar to the profiles from the co
vective model.

PO2 and PCO2 profiles during PLV are shown in Fig. 5 fo
RR510 breaths/min, VT57.5 ml/kg and Q̇5Q̇N53.57
31024 ml/min. This choice of parameters matchesV̇A andQ̇ val-
ues used for the air breathing calculations and allows a di
comparison between GV and PLV. The corresponding static di
sion profile is also plotted. In each case significant partial pres
gradients exist within the PFC layer and the profiles are curv
most noticeably during inspiration. The static diffusion profi
also shows partial pressure gradients due to the relatively
diffusivities of O2 and CO2 in PFC. These gradients are small
than the gradients in the convective model during inspiration,
larger during expiration. The difference in partial pressures
tween the gas side (s50) and the capillary side (s52) ranges
from 9 to 22 mm Hg for O2 and from 1 to 8 mm Hg for CO2 in
the convective model. The corresponding differences in static
fusion are 14 mm Hg (O2) and 4 mm Hg (CO2). These differ-
ences are a measure of the driving force for gas transfer and
greatest at midinspiration and smallest at midexpiration in
convective model. This suggests that gas exchange rates a
alveolar-blood boundary are highest in the period between m
and end-inspiration when both partial pressure gradients and
face area are large.

3.2 Effect of Varying V̇A. Variations in regional ventilation
and redistribution of blood flow in a PFC filled lung results
local values ofV̇A , Q̇, and V̇A /Q̇ varying widely in different
Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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regions of the lung. In order to study the effect of regional inh
mogeneities in these quantities on gas exchange, we perfor
calculations over a wide range ofV̇A for low, normal, and high
values ofQ̇. SinceV̇A can be varied by changing either RR orVT
we considered two cases:~1! VT fixed at 7.5 ml/kg, RR varies
from 2.5 to 25 breaths/min and~2! RR fixed at 10 breaths/min,VT
varies from 2.5 to 25 ml/kg. These choices for RR andVT result in
V̇A varying from 9.3831025 to 1.2531023 ml/min while V̇A /Q̇
values range from 2.6 to 35 at 0.1Q̇N , 0.26 to 3.5 atQ̇N , and
0.026 to 0.35 at 10Q̇N .

Figures 6–8 show the effect of varying RR orVT on average
partial pressures in the gas and blood for different values ofQ̇.
Figure 6 shows that the average partial pressure of oxyge
blood, PCO2 , increases while that of carbon dioxide,PCCO2 ,
decreases with increasing RR orVT . In each graph the poin
corresponding to matched ventilation perfusion (V̇A /Q̇'1) is
marked with a circle. At these points the capillary partial pressu
(PCO25102.8 mm Hg,PCCO2538.8 mm Hg) are close to thei
normal values. The deviation ofPCO2 and PCCO2 from their
normal values depends on the degree of mismatch between v
lation and perfusion. Figure 6 indicates thatPCO2 is most sensi-
tive to changes in RR orVT whenQ̇5Q̇N andV̇A /Q̇ varies from
0.26 to 3.5. When the mismatch between ventilation and perfus
is much greater (V̇A /Q̇@1 for 0.1Q̇N or V̇A /Q̇!1 for 10Q̇N),
PCO2 is quite insensitive to changes in RR orVT . In contrast
PCCO2 changes significantly at 0.1Q̇N and normalQ̇N .

Figure 7 shows the effect of varying RR andVT on (Pg-PC)O2
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 10 Effect of varying RR at VTÄ0.5 ml Õkg †„a… and „b…‡ and VT at RRÄ240 breaths Õmin †„c… and „d…‡ on
„Pg-PC…O2 and „PC-Pg…CO2 . Q̇NÄ3.57Ã10À4 ml Õmin; circled points correspond to V̇A ÕQ̇É1.
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and (PC-Pg)CO2 which are measures of alveolar-arterial press
differences@(A-a)DO2 and (a-A)DCO2]. In contrast to GV, non-
zero pressure differences are found even at matched ventilat
perfusion ratios @(Pg-PC)O2510.6 mm Hg, (PC-Pg)CO2
53.5 mm Hg]. Figures 7~a!–7~b! show that both (Pg-PC)O2 and
(PC-Pg)CO2 increase with increasing RR. The differences a

small at low perfusion rates, 0.1Q̇N and do not change much wit
RR or VT . (Pg-PC)O2 magnitudes and variations with RR a

significantly larger at high perfusion rates, 10Q̇N compared to

normal perfusion rates,Q̇N . In contrast (PC-Pg)CO2 values are

comparable atQ̇N and 10Q̇N ~,2 mm Hg difference!. WhenVT is
varied at constant RR different behavior is seen in Figs. 7~c!–
7~d!: (Pg-PC)O2 passes through a maximum with increasingVT

at Q̇N while (PC-Pg)CO2 passes through a maximum at 0.1Q̇N .

The fact that these maxima are not seen for similarV̇A and Q̇
values in Figs. 7~a!–7~b! indicates that (Pg-PC)O2 and
(PC-Pg)CO2 are affected by the particular combination of R

andVT used to obtain a givenV̇A .

3.3 Effect of Varying RR or VT at Constant V̇A. A given
ventilation rateV̇A can be obtained using different combinatio
of RR andVT . A high RR-lowVT combination results in a shorte
breathing period and smaller surface area compared to a low
high VT combination. We studied how these changes in the alv
lar dynamics affect gas exchange by using differentVT-RR com-
binations listed in Table 3 to provide a constant value ofV̇A

53.7531024 ml/min. This particular value ofV̇A was chosen to
provide V̇A /Q̇'1 ratios whenQ̇5Q̇N . Capillary partial pres-
sures andPC-Pg differences are plotted in Fig. 8 for differen
of Biomechanical Engineering
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values ofQ̇. In these figures RR increases as one moves from
to right and the correspondingVT decreases to maintainV̇A con-
stant. In Figs. 8~a!–8~b! PCO2 decreases slightly~less than 4 mm
Hg! and PCCO2 increases slightly~less than 2 mm Hg! with in-
creasing RR. Variations are quite small, butPCO2 changes more
than PCCO2 . As in Figs. 7~a!–7~b!, PCO2 is most sensitive at
Q̇5Q̇N while PCCO2 is most sensitive atQ̇50.1Q̇N . Thus a high
RR-low VT combination results in a very slight deterioration
gas exchange, quantified by lowerPCO2 and higherPCCO2 val-
ues. To explain this observation, note that increasing RR resul
a faster flow while increasingVT leads to a larger surface area
well as faster flow. The combination of these two effects results
less efficient gas exchange at a high RR-lowVT combination
compared to a low RR-highVT one at any givenV̇A . Figures
8~c!–8~d! indicate thatPC-Pg differences are more sensitive t
RR-VT combinations for both O2 and CO2 . For both gasesPC-Pg
values increase by 50%–66% as RR is increased. Variations
RR are most significant at 10Q̇N for O2 while they are of similar
magnitude atQ̇N and 10Q̇N for CO2 .

3.4 High Frequency Oscillation With PLV „HFO¿PLV ….
The previous results indicate that increasing RR and decrea
VT while maintaining a given ventilation rate results in low
PCO2 , higherPCCO2 and largerPC-Pg differences. These trend
become more pronounced in HFO1PLV where very high respira-
tory rates are used in conjunction with small tidal volumes. W
studied gas exchange with parameter values relevant to the
frequency regime in order to determine how gas exchange is
fected under these conditions.

As in the case of conventional PLV,V̇A was varied first at
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 55
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Fig. 11 Variation of „a… PCO2 , PgO2 „left axis …, „Pg-PC…O2 „right axis … and „b… dimensionless
ventilation „V̇A… and mass transfer „V̇O2… rates over one breath for PeÄ0.001. V̇A and V̇O2 are
scaled with their peak values.
constantVT and then at constant RR atQ̇50.1Q̇N , Q̇N , and
10Q̇N . In the first case, RR was varied in the range 60–9
breaths/min atVT50.5 ml/kg. In the second case, RR was fixed
240 breaths/min andVT varied from 0.1 to 5 ml/kg. These range
of RR andVT result in V̇A values in the range 1.2031024– 2.25
, FEBRUARY 2005
00
at
s

31023 ml/min. V̇A /Q̇ values lie in the range 3.4–63 at 0.1Q̇N ,
0.34–6.3 atQ̇N , and 0.034–0.63 at 10Q̇N . These values are
higher than the ones in the conventional PLV calculations.

Capillary partial pressures andPC-Pg differences are plotted in
Figs. 9 and 10. As seen in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, PCO2 increases and
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 12 Variation of „a… PCO2 , PgO2 „left axis …, „Pg-PC…O2 „right axis … and „b… dimensionless
ventilation „V̇A… and mass transfer „V̇O2… rates over one breath for PeÄ20. V̇A and V̇O2 are
scaled with their peak values.
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PCCO2 decreases with increasing RR orVT . At matched

ventilation-perfusion (V̇A /Q̇'1) PCO2596.2 mm Hg and
PCCO2539.4 mm Hg. WhilePCCO2 is almost equal to its value
in conventional PLV,PCO2 is 5–9 mm Hg lower. These result

are consistent with Fig. 8, which showed that at a givenV̇A gas
exchange is less efficient at high RR-lowVT combinations and
that O2 exchange is affected more than CO2 exchange. However
decrease in gas exchange is sufficiently small so that it is pos
to maintain normal blood gas levels.PC-Pg differences are plot-
ted in Fig. 10. (Pg-PC)O2 values are comparable to convention

PLV at 0.1Q̇N andQ̇N , but are much larger at 10Q̇N . At this high
chanical Engineering
ible

al

perfusion rate (Pg-PC)O2 values are comparable to or even e
ceedPCO2 . (PC-Pg)CO2 values are much higher than in conve

tional PLV atQ̇N and 10Q̇N and are as high as 55% of thePCCO2
values. Thus very largePC-Pg differences occur in high fre-
quency PLV.

4 Discussion
The convective model described here differs significantly fro

the nonconvective model of VanLo¨bensels et al.@17#, which mod-
eled static diffusion across a stagnant layer of PFC with no t
ventilation. They accounted for changes in lung volume by co
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 57
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puting steady statePC and Pg values at different sac radii corre
sponding to end expiratory and end inspiratory conditions. Thi
a quasistatic, Pe!1, approach which assumes that the capilla
and gas side pressure quickly equilibrate to their steady state
ues after a volume change. As the authors point out, this m
more accurately represent the effect of breath holding rather
tidal ventilation. Using this approach they found thatPC-Pg dif-
ferences are smallest at end inspiration when the PFC laye
thinnest and largest at end expiration when the PFC layer is th
est, as one would expect in static diffusion. We show that v
different results are obtained when tidal ventilation is included
a PLV model. The typical time required to reach steady state
system with length scaleR and diffusivity D is TD;R2/D. In
PLV, TD;18 s for a sac of radiusR5300mm and D55
31025 cm2/s. The typical time scale of ventilation over whic
lung volume changes isTV;1/v51/(2pRR/60)51 s for a
breathing rate RR510 breaths/min. The ratioTD /TV;vR2/D is
the Péclet number, Pe, whose magnitude is 0.001–0.01 in GV
15–50 in PLV. Low values of Pe in GV indicate that diffusion
fast compared to ventilation and the quasistatic assumptio
valid. However, in PLV there is insufficient time for the equilibr
tion of gas and capillary side partial pressures and therefore
not appropriate to model the effects of ventilation by steady s
solutions at different lung volumes.

In order to quantify the effect of nonzero Pe onPC and Pg in
PLV, we compared two cases, one with a very low respiratory
RR5531024 breaths/minute~Pe50.001! and a second with a
normal respiratory rate RR510 breaths/minute~Pe520!. In each
case the other parameters were fixed at FRC530 ml/kg, VT

57.5 ml/kg, PFC dose525 ml/kg, and Q̇5Q̇N53.57
31024 ml/min. For the low Pe,PCO2 , PgO2 , and (Pg-PC)O2
are plotted over one breath in Fig. 11~a!. Dimensionless forms of
the sac radius, RS(t), the ventilation rate V̇A

54pRS
2(t)dRS(t)/dt and the mass transfer rateV̇O2 are shown in

Fig. 11~b!. RS(t) is scaled withRFRC while V̇A andV̇O2 are scaled
with their maximum values over one breath. Figures 12~a! and
12~b! show the same quantities for the higher Pe. When
50.001,PCO2 , PgO2 , (Pg-PC)O2 , V̇A andV̇O2 are all in phase.
During the inspiratory phase of the cycle pressures and m
transfer rate increase withV̇A and reach their maximum values
mid inspiration, whenV̇A is highest.PCO2 and PgO2 decrease
during the latter half of inspiration, become essentially equal
end inspiration, whenV̇A is zero, and remain so during the exp
ratory phase. Almost all the gas exchange occurs during insp
tion. Thus when diffusion is fast compared to ventilation~Pe!1!
the dynamics are essentially quasistatic, i.e., the capillary
reacts almost instantaneously to changes in the gas side pres

The situation is quite different for larger Pe, as seen in Fig.
When Pe@1, PCO2 requires a finite time to respond to changes
PgO2 resulting from ventilation. Therefore the partial pressu
are no longer in phase andPCO2 lags behindPgO2 as seen in Fig.
12~a!. This phase difference leads to some counterintuitive res
For instance, during the initial stages of inspiration, asV̇A in-
creases, PCO2 decreases. However PgO2 increases and the ne
effect leads to higherPC-Pg differences when ventilation is in
creased holding perfusion constant. At end inspiration,PCO2 is
increasing whilePgO2 is decreasing. As a result (Pg-PC)O2 is not
minimum when the PFC layer is thinnest, but at a later time in
cycle. Figure 12~b! indicates thatV̇O2 remains higher than 80% o
its peak value during expiration and the mass transfer rate rem
nearly constant throughout the cycle.

4.1 Summary. Gas transport mechanisms in GV and PL
are very different, since Pe´clet numbers are small in GV~Pe
50.001–0.01! compared to PLV~Pe515–50!. Significant partial
pressure gradients in the PFC layer and nonzeroPC-Pg differ-
ences exist in PLV. The higher Pe´clet numbers in PLV result in
58 Õ Vol. 127, FEBRUARY 2005
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phase differences betweenPC andPg over the course of a breath
which contribute to the nonzeroPC-Pg values that persist
throughout the respiratory cycle. The mass transfer rate is ne
constant throughout the breath when Pe@1, but when Pe!1 al-
most all the transport occurs during inspiration.

One of the aims of our modeling effort was to determine t
effect of different ratios of ventilation and perfusion on gas e
change in PLV. We examined gas exchange over a wide rang
ventilation rates by varying either the respiratory rate or tidal v
ume at low, normal, and high perfusion rates.PCO2 was found to
be most sensitive to changes in ventilation at normal perfus
rates, but did not change much at low and high perfusion ra
While PCO2 was most sensitive at low perfusion rates it al
showed significant changes at normal perfusion rates. (Pg-PC)O2
varied over a wide range at high perfusion rates and could b
large asPCO2 in conventional PLV and up to 33PCO2 in HFO
1PLV. However, it did not vary much with the ventilation rate
low and normal perfusion rates. In contrast, (PC-Pg)CO2 values
were comparable at normal and high perfusion rates in both c
ventional PLV and HFO1PLV and could be as large as 50%–66
of the PCCO2 values. A practical consequence of these la
PC-Pg differences is that expired gas partial pressures may no
accurate indicators of arterial blood gas pressures.

An interesting finding was that gas exchange depends on
particular combination of respiratory rate and tidal volume used
obtain a given ventilation rate. It was found that using a lo
RR-highVT combination to achieve a given ventilation rate lea
to slightly more efficient gas exchange compared to a high R
low VT combination as quantified by lowerPCO2 and higher
PCCO2 . This may be one factor that can help explain clinic
observations that gas exchange is not improved in HFO1PLV
compared to conventional PLV@19,21,22#. The effect of different
RR-VT combinations is most noticeable in thePC-Pg differences:
Both (Pg-PC)O2 and (PC-Pg)CO2 are up to 50%–65% highe
for a high RR-lowVT combination compared to a low RR-highVT
combination at the same ventilation rate.

While our work provides significant insight into the physic
mechanisms responsible for transport in a PFC filled lung,
results cannot be directly compared to experimental data since
model describes transport in a single alveolar sac. Experimen
measured quantities such as arterial blood gas pressures ar
weighted mean of the contributions of a number of such sacs w
a heterogeneous distribution of ventilation, perfusion, and P
volume. The partial pressure of gas entering the sac (Pin) is speci-
fied as an input parameter in the current model. In reality, only
partial pressure at the mouth is known andPin must be calculated
by accounting for diffusion and mixing in the conducting airway
A possible extension to the model would account for these tra
port processes in the conducting airways by incorporating
trumpet-shaped model of Paiva@37#. Finally, the sac geometry
was idealized to be spherical with gas entering through the ce
resulting in a radial flow field in the PFC layer. In a more accur
representation, the sac is connected to an airway through a
veolar duct that serves as a conduit for flow. Such a geom
would lead to more complicated flow patterns inside the
@38,39# and affect convective transport. In addition, the intern
geometry of the sac is not smooth, but lined with the septal w
of individual alveloli. This may lead to the formation of recircu
lation regions within the sac. In steady flows such regions t
liquid and lead to poor transport. However, the recirculations m
exhibit temporal growth and decay during tidal ventilation a
improve transport by enhancing mixing. These considerations
main to be explored in future work.
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